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Basic Detail Report

Kroj

Date
1986

Medium
textile - cotton

Description
Part of woman's kroj; white blouse gathered neckline; red 
ribbon drawstring; 4.5 inch lace collar; bottom edge is 
scalloped; half sleeves; tops of sleeves are slightly 
gathered; three inch lace cuffs; red ribbons woven 
through white lace ribbon just above each cuff; used to 
tighten cuffs; floral embroidery on each sleeve (satin 
stitched); central design is small dark red daisy with 
yellow center and bright red outline; white space in 
between daisy and outline; on each side and above are 
light blue flowers that resemble tulips; center petal is dark 
blue with yellow teardrop shape above it; stems and 
several leaves in between all blue flowers and red flower 
three strands of plastic beads painted silver; all are 
attached to a flexible plastic ring (green) on each end with 
a metal hook; the strands are different lengths; bottom is 
the longest red skirt with gathered, elastic waistband; 
blue ribbon with alternating red and white flowers roughly 
seven inches from bottom; leaves in between each flower; 
a nearly identical, but wider, blue ribbon roughly two 
inches from first ribbon; two inch band of white lace sewn 
flush with bottom of lower blue ribbon; bottom of lace 

scalloped, which ends roughly 2.5 inches above bottom of skirt black apron with black lace across bottom; 
two black ribbons with multi-colored embroidery at apron bottom; one flush with lace and one roughly 1.5 
inches above it; large embroidered floral design above topmost black ribbon, stretches nearly the entire 
width of the apron; central flower is a small red daisy with yellow center and red outline; black space 
between daisy and outline; an identical flower is on either side of central; a light blue tulip is above the 
outer red flowers, with another on their outer side; center petals on tulips are dark blue with yellow 
teardrop shape above it; long stems wind around all these flowers; many leaves along stems; three yellow 
circles are in a vertical line above center red flower; four darts at waistband; wide black ties for closure 
black vest with gold metallic cording along all edges; cording is sewn into a chain of circular designs with a 
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unifying winding strand through the centers; five grommets on each side of front opening (ribbon would be 
laced through them for closure) Purchased in Wilber, Nebraska in 1986. Used for marching in parades in 
Connecticut.

Dimensions
Overall: 20 1/2 in. (52.1 cm)


